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Reviews


  


 "Georgie was so happy to accommodate all of our requests for the lighting and sound for our wedding, even going above and beyond with his services. The team were quick, efficient, and professional and genuinely cared about the quality they were providing."
 Jacob P



 "Fabulous company excellent communication and assistance. Hired a large snow machine for a Christmas Tree Lighting event with 100+ children who absolutely loved it. Thank you"
 Zoe W



 "If I need equipment again, here is where I will be going. Top professional service and quality equipment"
 George P



 “We used GPF Productions for our external lighting during our most recent open evenings and it was really good!  They were very helpful with their suggestions, the service was amazing and the price was right.  They came to site for the survey, and then for the installation and the College looked great!  We were very pleased with the entire process.  If we need something in the future, we certainly will contact them again.”
 Manuel DBexhill College



 "I highly recommend GPF Productions. The service was excellent throughout, and Georgie was extremely friendly, professional, knowledgeable and helpful. The equipment was very good quality and the results exceeded our expectations. We will definitely use GPF Productions for future events."
 Mel B



 "I have worked with Georgie Farrer for many years now and have seen his skills grow hugely over that time. This year's performing arts summer school show was a visual spectacle! His use of lighting, sound and effects is brilliant and I hope GPF Productions gets all the work it deserves."
 Faye StreekThe Strand Academy Director



 "I've worked with Georgie Farrer for a while now, he is incredibly polite, friendly, knowledgeable, experienced and professional at everything he does.
He has made us custom made cables (power and DMX), asset labelled all our stock and even fully PAT tested everything. Absolutely perfect job, efficient and really competitive pricing too.
Highly recommend GPF Productions in every single way possible, you definitely won't go wrong and are in very capable hands.
Thank you very much!"
 Wayne H



 "Georgie completely understood what we were trying to achieve with our event and delivered a lighting solution that helped us to give exactly the experience that we had envisioned to the event participants. GPF were a pleasure to work with; friendly, communicative and efficient. Very professional. I have already booked Georgie for another event and have no doubt I will be using his services regularly in the future"
 Sarah MarshFundraising Manager at St wilfrids hospice



 "Amazing service, we had a brilliant summer movie night with small group of family members. Every single person ( diff age groups from 5 years upwards ) had a fantastic evening. Thank you for excellent support and brilliant service."
 Monica LOutdoor Cinema Hire



 "Great service, great communication and great price"
 Simon H



 "The Turn It Up Events team have booked GPF Productions for 4 events during 2019 and each time we have found George and his team to be extremely professional and carry out their show productions to an extremely high level, we will continue to use this great firm for all our future events."
 David MTurn It Up Events



 "I used GPF productions for my 21st birthday party. Absolutely brilliant- highly recommend!"
 Emma D



 "GPF productions played for my 30th birthday at the Tally Ho last weekend and I can’t thank them enough. Great tunes all night and read the room really well! Thank you!"
 Sarah M



 "I used GPF for my wedding earlier this year. They were really professional, easy to work with and did a great job. Finding a good DJ was the last thing on my list I wanted to do as it can can so hard to get a good rate for someone who doesn't play naff tunes. GPF were awesome though and the playlist was totally wedding appropriate and fun! A mix of new stuff and the classics all weddings need but it wasn't overdone. They also incorporated some Colombian tunes as requested since my Husband is Colombian. I'd recommend in a heartbeat and use them again if I needed to!"
 Yasmin H



 "Excellent service! Great to know that genuine people still run companies!
Great communication, definitely worth every penny!"
 Lee M



 "We rented 2x 1000w speakers and a mixer for a very respectable price. Messaging and invoicing was quick and clear.
The technical information and help was professional, and they even popped down when asked to help us with further setup.
Overall 10/10, would recommend to anyone."
 Dom W



 "Hired a small gazebo for socially distanced kids party. Absolutely brilliant service, would thoroughly recommend. Always quick to respond, extremely professional and very helpful. Thank you!"
 Dawn A



 "Very quick responses to my questions and got the right kit at a very reasonable price"
 Sally C



 "Great equipment and service. Highly recommend."
 Kitty
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01323 382362


Email


  


info@gpfproductions.co.uk


Address


  


1 Central Avenue,
Eastbourne,
East Sussex,
BN20 8PL
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